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Product Handling:
Collection, Packaging, Transport and

Storage

Summary from:

SRS Organic Standard
Version 01.01

from 29.05.2018

Based on
COUNCIL REGULATION (EC) No 834/2007 of 28 June 2007, as amended

COMMISSION REGULATION (EC) No 889/2008 of 5 September 2008, as amended

Introduction
The handling of organic product through all the steps of the entire chain of involved parties
must be done in a way that the organic integrity of the product remains unchanged. The
full traceability must be granted and coming with other products or contamination by
unallowed substances must be prevented.

Transport

Collection of products and transport to preparation units

Operators may carry out simultaneous collection of organic and non-organic products, only
where appropriate measures are taken to prevent any possible mixture or exchange with
non-organic products and to ensure the identification of the organic products.

The operator shall keep the information relating to collection days, hours, circuit and date
and time of reception of the products available to SRS.

Packaging and transport of products to other operators or units

Operators shall ensure that organic products are transported to other units only in
appropriate packaging, containers or vehicles closed in such a manner that substitution of
the content cannot be achieved without manipulation or damage of the seal.
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The closing of packaging, containers or vehicles shall not be required where:

- transportation is direct between an operator and another operator who are both
subject to the organic control system, and

- the products are accompanied by a “way bill” document providing the same
information about the product as would be on the label (see below).

Both the expediting and the receiving operators keep documentary records of such transport
operations available to SRS for control.

The transported and stored product must be provided with label consisting of following
information:

- the name and address of the operator and, where different, of the owner or seller of
the product;

- the name of the product or a description of the compound feeding stuff accompanied
by a reference to the organic production method;

- the name and/or the code number of the control body or authority to which the
operator is subject; and

- the lot number according to applied lot number system which permits the full
traceability of the product.

Reception and storage

Reception of products from other units and other operators

During the reception of an organic product, the operator shall

- check the closing of the packaging or container, assure they are closed in manner
preventing substitution of the content and crosscheck the information on the label and
the accompanying documents;

- verify the certificate and its validity.

- request a national transaction certificate (NTC), in case of the reception of products
from suppliers certified by a control body other than SRS.

Additionally, organic products imported from another country shall be accepted only after the
identification of the exporter, verification of any other marks and numbers serving to identify
the lot and with the certificate of control for import (COI) from the country of origin.

Storage

For the storage of products, areas shall be managed in such a way as to ensure identification
of lots and to avoid any mixing with or contamination by products and/or substances not in
compliance with the organic production rules. Organic products shall be clearly identifiable at
all times.

The storage of unallowed inputs is prohibited in the organic production units.
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In case where operators handle both non-organic products and organic products and they
are stored in the same facilities following measures shall be put into praxis:

- the organic products shall be kept separate from the other agricultural products
and/or foodstuffs;

- every measure shall be taken to ensure identification of organic products and to avoid
mixtures or exchanges with non-organic products;

- suitable cleaning measures, the effectiveness of which has been checked, have been
carried out before the storage of organic products;

- Operators shall record these operations.


